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Abstract— Spur Gear is one of the most important critical components in a mechanical power transmission system, and
most industrial Dynamic machinery. Spur gears teeth in action are generally subjected to two types of Dynamic cyclic
stresses are: bending stresses inducing bending fatigue and contact stress causing contact fatigue. Both these types of
Dynamic stresses may not attain their maximum values at the same point of contact fatigue. These types of failures can be
minimized by using proper analysis of the problem during the design stage and creating proper tooth surface profile with
proper manufacturing methods. In general, dynamic stress gear analysis is multidisciplinary action, which includes
calculations related to the dynamic tooth stresses and to tribological mechanical failures such as wear or scoring. In this
proposed paper, bending stress analysis will be performed, while trying to design spur gears to resist bending failure of the
teeth, as it affects transmission error. First, the finite element models and solution methods needed for the accurate
calculation of bending stresses will be determined. Then bending stresses calculated using ANSYS Software, are compared
with the results obtained from existing methods.
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1.

INTRODUCTION:

Gears usually used in the transmission system are also called speed reducer, gear head, gear reducer etc., which consists
of a set of gears, shafts and bearings that are factory mounted in an enclosed lubricated housing. Speed reducers are
available in a broad range of sizes, capacities and speed ratios. In this paper, analysis of the characteristics of spur gears
in a gearbox will be studied using linear Finite Element Method. Gear analysis was performed using analytical methods,
which required a number of assumptions and simplifications. In this paper, bending stress analysis will be performed,
while trying to design spur gears to resist bending failure of the teeth, as it affects transmission error. As computers have
become more and more powerful, people have tended to use numerical approaches to develop theoretical models to
predict the effect of whatever is studied. This has improved gear analysis and computer simulations. Numerical methods
can potentially provide more accurate solutions since they normally require much less restrictive assumptions. The finite
element method is very often used to analyze the stress state of an elastic body with complicated geometry, such as a
gear. There are two theoretical formulas, which deal with these two fatigue failure mechanisms. One is the Hertz
equation, which can be used to calculate the contact stresses and other is the Lewis formula, which can be used to
calculate the bending stresses. The finite element method is capable of providing this information, but the time needed to
create such a model is large. In order to reduce the modeling time, a 3D model created in solid modeling software can be
used. One such model is provided by PRO-E. PRO-E can generate models of three-dimensional gears easily. In PRO-E,
the geometry is saved as a file and then it can be transferred from PRO-E to ANSYS in IGES form. In ANSYS, one can
click File > Import > IGES > and check.
The main focus of the paper is:1) To develop and to determine bending stresses using ANSYS and compare the results with conventional methods.
2) To generate the profile of spur gear teeth and to predict the effect of gear bending using a three
dimensional model and compare the results with those of the Lewis equation.
3) To compare the accuracy of results obtained is ANSYS by varying mesh density.
2.

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS:

In this finite element analysis the continuum is divided into a finite numbers of elements, having finite dimensions
and reducing the continuum having infinite degrees of freedom to finite degrees of unknowns. It is assumed that the
elements are connected only at the nodal points. The accuracy of solution increases with the number of elements taken.
However, more number of elements will result in increased computer cost. Hence optimum number of divisions should
be taken.
In the element method the problem is formulated in two stages:
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2.1 The element formulation
It involves the derivation of the element stiffness matrix which yields a relationship between nodal point
forces and nodal point displacements.
2.2 The system formulation
It is the formulation of the stiffness and loads of the entire structure.
3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELS:
3.1. The two dimensional models:
Fatigue or yielding of a gear tooth due to excessive bending stress is two important gear
design considerations. In order to predict fatigue and yielding, the maximum stresses on the tensile and compressive sides
of the tooth, respectively, are required. When meshing the teeth in ANSYS, if ―SMART SIZE‖ is used the number of
elements near the roots of the teeth are automatically are much greater than in other places. It also indicates that only one
tooth is enough for the bending stress analysis for the 3-D model or a 2-D model.
3.2 Three dimensional models:
In this section the tooth root stresses and the tooth deflection of one tooth of a spur gear is
calculated using an ANSYS model. For the bending stress, the numerical result is compared with the values given by the
draft proposal of the standards of AGMA. The element type ―SOLID TETRAHEDRAL 10 NODES 187‖ was chosen.
Because ―SMART SET‖ was chosen on the tool bar there are many more elements near the root of the tooth than in other
places. From the Lewis equation if the diameters of the pinion and gear are always kept the same and the number of teeth
was changed, the diametric pitch will be changed or the module of gears will be changed. That means that there are
different bending strengths between the different teeth numbers.
4. BASIC STEPS IN THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD:
4.1. Discretization of the domain:
The continuum is divided into a no. of finite elements by imaginary lines or surfaces.
The interconnected elements may have different sizes and shapes. The success of this idealization lies in how closely this
discredited continuum represents the actual continuum. The choice of the simple elements or higher order elements,
straight or curved, its shape, refinement are to be decided before the mathematical formulation starts.
4.2. Identification of variables the elements are assumed to be connected at their intersecting points referred to as nodal
points. At each node, unknown displacements are to be prescribed. They are dependent on the problem at hand. The
problem may be identified in such a way that in addition to the displacement which occurs at the nodes depending on the
physical nature of the problem.
4.3. Choice of approximating functions:
After the variables and local coordinates have been chosen, the next step
is the choice of displacement function, which is the starting point of mathematical analysis. The function represents
the variation of the displacement within the element. The shape of the element or the geometry may also approximate.
4.4. Formation of element stiffness matrix:
After the continuum is discredited with desired element shapes, the element stiffness matrix is formulated. Basically
it is a minimization procedure. The element stiffness matrix for majority of elements is not available in explicit form.
They require numerical integration for this evaluation.
4.5. Formation of the overall stiffness matrix:
After the element stiffness matrix in global coordinates is formed, they are assembled to form the overall stiffness
matrix. This is done through the nodes which are common to adjacent elements. At the nodes the continuity of the
displacement functions and their derivatives are established.
4.6. Incorporation of boundary conditions:
The boundary restraint conditions are to be imposed in the stiffness matrix. There are various techniques available to
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satisfy the boundary conditions.
4.7. Formation of the element loading matrix:
The loading inside an element is transferred at the nodal points and consistent element loading matrix is formed.
4.8. Formation of the overall loading matrix:
The element loading matrix is combined to form the overall loading matrix. This matrix has one column per
loading case and it is either a column vector or a rectangular matrix depending on the no. of loading conditions.
4.9 Solution of simultaneous equations: All the equations required for the solution of the problem is now developed. In the
displacement method, the unknowns are the nodal displacement. The Gauss elimination and Choleky s factorization are
most commonly used methods.
5.0 Calculation of stresses or stress resultants:
The nodal displacement values are utilized for calculation of stresses.
This may be done for all elements of the continuum or may be limited only to some predetermined elements.
5. ANALYSIS OF SPUR GEAR USING ANSYS:
Step 1:- Import the solid model from pro e:-File-import-IGES
Step 2:-Preference →Structural→ OK.
Step 3:- Preprocessor Selecting the element type for the gear
Preprocessor → Element type →Add/Edit/Delete→ click on Add in the dialogue box that appears → In Library of Element
Types select Solid-Tet 10node 187→Ok
Step 4:- Specifying the material properties
Choose preprocessor→ Material props→ Material Models→ Double click on Structural→ Linear→ Elastic→ Isotropic.
The Young‟s modulus of plain carbon steel is 2.1 E5 and the poisson ratio (PRXY) is 0.3. Choose preprocessor→
Material props→ Material Models→ Double click on Structural→ Density. Density of plain carbon steel is 6.8e-6
Step 5:-Meshing the geometry Decretive the model into
finite elements. Set the element edge length to 30.
a) Meshing→ Size control→ Manual → Global→ Size→ Enter Element Edge Length as 30 → OK b) Now mesh
all the volumes in the geometry
Step 6:-Applying load and constraints
Loads→ Define Loads→ Apply → Structural→ Displacement→ On Areas→ Select the inner surfaces of the key hole→
OK
Step 7:- Solution
Solution→ Solve→ Current LS→ In the prompting that appears on the screen click YES
Step 8:-General Postprocessor
General Post procedure → Plot Results→ in the Plot Deformed Shape dialogue box select Def + un-deformed → General Post
procedure→ Plot Results→ Contour Plot→ Nodal Solu→ Stress→ Von mises Stress→ OK

Figure No. 1 Meshing of Gear
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Figure No. 2 Element Edge
Figure 4: part design of spur gear

Figure 2: Mess of the Gear

Figure 6: Mess of the Gear
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Figure No. 3 General Post procedure
Figure 5: directional deformation

Figure 5: Middle Principal Stress

Figure 7: Middle Principal Stress

TABLE-2 COMPARISONS OF RESULTS:
Size of Element

Solution by conventional

ANSYS result

% Accuracy

12777

99.76

12386

96.35

14179

389.74

method
30
40
50

12827.2

6. CONCLUSIONS:
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The parametric model is capable of creating spur gears with different modules and number of teeth by modifying the
parameters and regenerating the model. Sets of gears having the same module and pressure angle can be created and
assembled together. It is possible to carry out finite element analysis such as root bending stress and contact stresses
between gear teeth pair and effect of root fillet radius on the root stresses. In this paper, a 3D deformable-body
(model) of spur gears is developed. The result is checked with theoretical calculation data. The simulation results
have good agreement with the theoretical results, which implies that the deformable-body (model) is correct. This
study provides a sound foundation for future studies on contact stresses. The model is applied onto commercial FEA
software ANSYS. Simulation results were compared and confirmed by the theoretical calculation data. According to
these results, we can draw the conclusion; it was found out that the numerically obtained values of stress
distributions were in good agreement with the theoretical results.
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